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Chapter Seven  
Developments in the Cultural Sciences 

Vigdis Ystad, University of Oslo, Norway26 

7.1. Introduction 
My topic “Developments in the Cultural sciences” needs a short definition. I 
would mainly regard it as questioning developments in the humanities, their 
position in today’s national and international society, and their possible posi-
tion in the future. Parts of the social sciences are of course also included in 
my “humanistic” concept. Social sciences working on a humanistic study of 
man and society, like social anthropology, historically and hermeneutically 
oriented social science, psychology etc., are closely related to the humani-
ties. I would however not include social sciences using quantitative concepts 
to identify empirical regularities, “variables” or universal and predictable 
“laws” ruling human actions, because I regard such sciences as closer to the 
technical sciences, describing and identifying natural laws, not human 
thoughts and actions. Human facts, beliefs, and emotions cannot be de-
scribed with the vocabularies of natural science. Understanding meanings 
and values is different from explaining external phenomena. I hasten to add 
that both activities are of course of the utmost importance to any culture or 
society, and it would be dangerous if one of them should be permitted to 
dominate.  

The sciences’ dominating position in today’s society is due to the direct 
impact they are thought to have on economic growth and social develop-
ment. The common understanding of the word values seems to have 
changed. Today it is mostly considered to mean economic values, pointing at 
phenomena whose value is mainly measured by their cost or market value. 
Even human thoughts have become threatened, being measured as producing 
something that can be bought or sold. The primary value of the humanities is 
however not instrumental, no matter how important it may be to teach for-
eign languages to businessmen or offer source material for the popular arts.  

Cognition of ourselves as humans is something different, however. The 
humanities represent studia humanitatis, and our goal is, in Descartes’ 
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words, sapientia humana (human knowledge). The humanities have devel-
oped a basis for rational discussion of how human values originate and how 
they may be estimated. Aiming at understanding the human reality, the hu-
manities imply historical knowledge about human relations, language, hab-
its, traditions, religion, art, and literature. To know why we have become 
what we are, we must understand ourselves. Such knowledge cannot only be 
maintained once and for all, it has to be continually developed and improved 
by scholars who know something about how processes of cultural and histor-
ical transformation take place.  

In classical antiquity, philosophy was given an important role in creating 
and educating the human personality, and at the same time, the sophists 
taught the so-called triviums, rhetoric, dialectics and grammar. This 
knowledge was seen as decisive for citizens in the democratic Athenian city-
state. In the Roman Empire, the trivium was supplemented with quadrivium: 
arithmetic, astronomy, geometry and music, regarded as necessary compe-
tence for free citizens in a democratic state. Since the Renaissance, the hu-
manities held a highly respected position, due to the subjects they mastered. 
The Idea of Europe and the European form of life is a result of human 
thought and humanist research. Ideas of freedom and equality, autonomy 
(leading to the declaration of human rights), universality (in terms of ethics), 
tolerance and reason have been central subjects in humanistic research and 
teaching throughout the centuries. Dealing with European as well as national 
identity, the humanities not only studied culture, they have always been an 
integrated part of European culture.  

In every nation, it is important that different understandings of knowledge 
regulate the cooperation between research funding, organization and re-
search content. Deciding which understanding of knowledge should direct 
research funding and priorities means exercising national authority. In coun-
tries like China and India, as well as in the Western hemisphere, it is now 
official policy to evaluate education, academic work and research mainly 
through the impact they may have on innovation and economic growth. If 
this effect cannot be documented, the humanities seem to be of little interest 
and lose economic support. 

7.2. An Increasing Neglect of the Humanities 
For want of comprehensive international studies comparing the situation in 
different countries worldwide, some short glimpses from countries like Eng-
land, Denmark, Norway and Sweden could perhaps give us a hint about 
which direction the development is taking.  

In England, the political and economical responsibility for the country’s 
higher education rests with the Department of Business. Ever since the 
Thatcher period, the humanities departments at British universities have 
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been required to justify their existence to the government by showing how 
their research and teaching contribute to economic profit. If not, support will 
drop and whole departments may be closed down.  

That is actually what has happened to most of the Scandinavian depart-
ments at English universities during the last decades. Today, the only two 
Scandinavian departments left in Great Britain are those at University Col-
lege, London, and the University of Edinburgh. The London department may 
perhaps still feel safe, as it is offering Scandinavian in combination with 
management studies. How this closing down of Scandinavian Studies will 
affect the cross-cultural knowledge, understanding and maintenance of a 
long mutual English-Scandinavian history, remains to be seen.  

Another fresh example is offered by Middlesex University. In April 2010 
it proposed to shut down its Centre for Research on Modern European Phi-
losophy, an institution internationally known for its scholarly excellence in 
continental philosophy. The university management gives as its reason the 
economic necessity to replace philosophy with other subjects that appeal 
more directly to the working market. At Middlesex University, money is in 
other words given greater importance than scholarly excellence in a basic 
humanistic discipline. Also Liverpool University and King’s College of 
London have entertained plans to close down their departments of philoso-
phy, but protests have so far been strong enough to prevent this from hap-
pening. 

The situation in the various Scandinavian countries seems to parallel this 
obvious concentration on “impact”, “relevance” and “innovation” as criteria 
for research support. In 2003, Denmark established a new research council 
for strategic research. Fundings previously intended to support free research 
were transferred to this new council. There is no obvious reason to believe 
that the humanities gained much by this new strategic organization (although 
I hasten to add that I do not know how this council’s grants have been 
spent). We must however add that Denmark still keeps both a council for 
free research (Det Frie Forskningsråd) and a foundation supporting Centers 
of Excellence, the Danish National Research Foundation (Danmarks Grund-
forskningsfond). The latter was established in 1991 to support excellent re-
search. But in 2008, only 13 % of the funding from Det Frie Forskningsråd 
went to the humanities, and none of the support from Danmarks Grund-
forskningsfond in 2009 went to disciplines within the humanities.  

A new Danish law for university funding implies that university research 
should be initiated according to society’s demands. Accordingly, more and 
more of the university support comes from external sources, not from the 
government. University scholars may be fired if their subject does not show 
a satisfactory ability to attract external funding, or if the university does not 
find the scholar’s subject earning a satisfactory amount of money through 
the university’s system of budgeting. A frightening example is a proposal in 
2010 at the University of Copenhagen. Following the British trend, it sug-
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gested the erasing of 10-15 small and “uninteresting” humanistic subjects 
because they did not “pay”. According to the proposal, the only “safe” sub-
jects at the Faculty of Humanities in Copenhagen were said to be Asia Stud-
ies, Danish, History, English, and Film and Media. Luckily enough, after a 
shift in leadership, the proposal was not implemented. However, it remains 
as a serious reminder of the vulnerability of the humanities. 

In Norway, the country’s five earlier research councils were merged into 
one in 1993. The political intention was to minimize the difference between 
basic and applied research and between researchers and users/recipients. As 
its main research strategy, this new Research Council has chosen to support 
politically defined research areas with possible social and/or economic im-
pact. This policy has severely affected the funding of free research in Nor-
way. Only 7 % of the Council’s total budget now supports free research and 
only 3 % of this support is aimed at the humanities. Since the year 2000, the 
Norwegian Research Council has supported 679 applications in free re-
search. Only 11 of these grants went to scholars working in the humanities.  

The Norwegian Research Council is acting in harmony with the Norwe-
gian government’s and the Storting’s (Parliament’s) research policy. In the 
government’s Parliamentary Bill, no. 30 (2008-09), Klima for forskning 
(“Climate for Research” or “Research Climate”), it is stated that Norwegian 
research policy should strengthen basic research, especially within the sci-
ences. Innovation and internationalisation are honourable words. Areas listed 
to gain research support are energy, climate and ecology, the northern geo-
graphical areas and health and welfare. The humanities are not mentioned in 
the bill.  

In the same year, 2008, the Swedish government’s research bill to the 
Riksdag (the Parliament) stated that Swedish research policy in the next four 
years should pay special attention to research in medicine, technology and 
climate. Priorities and strategies were in other words much the same in Swe-
den as in Norway. The Swedish government’s advisory board for research 
policy, Forskningsberedningen, headed by Research Minister Tobias Krantz, 
in July 2010 delivered the report Forskning formar framtiden (Research 
shapes the future). This report is meant to inspire the political debate on re-
search, preparing for the government’s next research proposition in 2012, 
and it is perhaps more nuanced than the above-mentioned propositions. But 
the priorities do not seem to differ much. Some of the board’s proposals aim 
at strengthening the innovative drive in Swedish research, in order to in-
crease Sweden’s competitive strength. The report also stresses the im-
portance of having more students choose science and technology as their 
university subjects.  

The overall picture reveals that the humanities seem to be neglected both 
in Britain and in the Scandinavian countries.  
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7.3. New Apprehensions of the Humanities 
Concepts like freedom and responsibility have long formed a central basis 
for the understanding of our human world, and scholarly activities in the 
cultural sciences have traditionally been based on agreements on rational 
insight and understanding, with moral philosophy and ethics playing a cen-
tral role. But today, this has seemingly become synonymous with a “con-
servative” ideology. New apprehensions of the humanities are replacing the 
traditional ones and are severely affecting the humanities’ distinctive fea-
tures, their recognition and significance. In this perspective, the demand for 
financial impact is perhaps not their most serious threat. 

If the humanities detach themselves from society’s common experiences, 
they remove themselves from the common social and human foundation that 
keeps them alive. This is the main point of view taken by the Swedish schol-
ar Svante Nordin, a professor of the History of Ideas at Lund University. In 
his recent book Humaniora i Sverige: framväxt, guldålder, kris (2008; Swe-
dish Humanities, Beginning, Golden Age, Crisis) he writes on the humani-
ties’ duty to take part in a never-ending discussion, using a store of concepts, 
metaphors and associations making cultural conversation possible. In this 
way, the humanities keep our mutual memory living and at the same time 
make it possible for us to study it and renew it. Nordin sees tradition or can-
on as a presupposition for such cultural creation. The humanities deal with 
the canon or tradition, studying our contemporary society through tradition, 
as well as tradition through our own time. Both activities are necessary in a 
living culture (Nordin, 2008, p. 289).  

But the “modern humanities” no longer seem interested either in the can-
on or in speaking to ordinary humans. The “conversation” is silenced. To 
explain what has happened, Nordin points to an inherent humanistic disa-
greement on basic theories and methods, emerging in the 1960s. He regards 
the new theoreticians as representatives of an intended revolution and a will 
to renew the humanities in radical ways. As examples he mentions what he 
characterizes as anti-humanism in writings by Lévi-Strauss, Lacan, Foucault, 
Derrida, Althusser, and Kristeva. Nordin writes: “The humanities tried to 
save themselves by disclaiming their connection with the ideal of ‘Bildung’” 
(Nordin, 2008, p. 273). In his opinion, the result has been devastating. 

The core of the controversies lay on questioning our view of Man as a 
free individual and as an ideological and scholarly subject. Suspicion was 
thrown on everything that up to the mid-20th century had been regarded as 
basic humanistic research. Marxism, postmarxism, structuralism, post-
structuralism, colonialism, and cultural studies, criticize our western culture 
and the concept of “universal” values defining the western model of society. 
Knowledge inherited and developed through generations was perceived as 
elitist, old fashioned, Eurocentric, patriarchal, bourgeois, conventional and 
of no value. Human expressions and ideologies were seen as dependent on 
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social class, sex and race, and the western canon was exposed as created by 
“white males only”.  

The new trends have partly resulted in a “linguistic turn”, implying a dis-
course theory that defines everything as language, text and vocabulary with-
out fixed or definable meanings. That differs from what we have traditional-
ly regarded as the potentiality of human language. Language used to be 
treated as our basic medium for meaningful knowledge and as more than just 
a means of plain communication. The common scholarly concept of lan-
guage has seen it as an integral part of specific (area-related) cultural 
thought, meaning and communication patterns, conveying inherent 
knowledge and different modes of cognition in different cultures. But when 
modern discourse theory makes all and everything into “discourse”, no 
meaning can any longer be taken for granted. Discourse theory has also had 
as its consequence that it is no longer believed imperative to study and inter-
pret sources, since it is thought impossible to approximate truth to the extent 
made possible by the material and our ability to interpret it. Scholarly work 
with sources is no longer felt to be necessary, and all subjects have become 
equally important. As an example, it has become acceptable to study topics 
like popular songtexts without knowing anything about classical literature.  

The internal reversal in the humanities has resulted in deep and growing 
discrepancies and uncertainties. In Nordin’s words, the humanities’ founda-
tion has eroded. He is not the only scholar to suggest this. Jerome Kagan, 
professor of psychology at Harvard University, is correspondingly concerned 
about “the postmodernist challenge to the validity of claims based on narra-
tives, as well as their seminal contribution to an understanding of the human 
condition” (Kagan, 2009, p. xi), and he states: “When the postmodernists, 
such as Derrida and Foucault, attacked the claims made by members of their 
own intellectual family, the loss of confidence among humanists became 
catastrophic” (Kagan, 2009, Preface, p. x). We might add that loss of confi-
dence also applies to the frustrated conversation between the humanities and 
the people they are supposed to serve.  

If these scholars are correct, the humanities’ relevance in today’s global 
world is in real danger, and the reason for this may be sought within the hu-
manities themselves. Such descriptions seem to indicate a kind of dystopia. 
For the humanities still to prove their importance, the most obvious way 
would be to carry out research immediately felt to be interesting and im-
portant, both by individual recipients and by society as a whole. How should 
this be done? 

7.4. A National Strategy for the Humanities 
The Norwegian Research Council has suggested a possible solution in estab-
lishing a national stategy for the humanities. The report Humanistisk for-
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skning: nasjonal strategi (2008; Research in the Humanities: National Strat-
egy) proposes enforced cooperation between scholars, market and bureau-
cracy, and underlines the importance of administrative support, leadership 
and increased strategic planning. The envisioned result, called “new humani-
ties”, is characterized as innovative, interdisciplinary, and internationally 
oriented. To maintain this goal, the report suggests more cooperation, net-
work building, and national planning. It seeks better integration of human-
istic research results in trade and business, and suggests organizing a big 
humanistic research programme with societal relevance. The humanities 
should also be incorporated in the big research programmes in science, med-
icine and social sciences, and cooperation with institutions outside the acad-
emy is also suggested. In conclusion, the report proposes establishing posi-
tions for Technology Transfer Officers, their mandate being to develop com-
petence on the humanities’ role and value in innovation and business. These 
officers should also assist the humanities in their innovative work.  

The report has gained praise and attention, and many of its propositions 
are interesting and should of course be taken into consideration. As an ex-
ample, it will be important to strengthen the interdisciplinary cooperation 
between scholars in the cultural sciences.  

But the Norwegian report on the humanities does not identify what kind 
of scholarly cooperation and societal relevance they recommend, and it says 
little about how to find financial support for research programmes in the 
humanities. In some respects the report seems more filled with today’s glob-
alized buzzwords on international perspectives and business cooperation 
than with stringent scholarly advice. It seems to overlook the most decisive 
hallmarks of “the old humanities”, and it does not recall how important it is 
for the quality of interdisciplinary studies to respect and maintain every 
scholarly subject’s distinctive peculiarity.  

Many of the report’s proposals, in other words, recommend what may be 
seen as “politically correct” research. That is always a great danger to schol-
arly quality. The humanities should rather detach themselves from current 
events and strategic political thinking. I am convinced that employing Tech-
nology Transfer Officers will not be the best way to secure quality and im-
portance in the cultural sciences, although I do not reject it completely as a 
possible aid towards making the humanities’ potentialities better known in 
society. The combination of strategic leadership and scholarly quality will in 
any case be extremely difficult to obtain in a small country like Norway. 
There will probably be too few outstanding applicants for politically de-
signed research openings connected to the designed big programmes. That, 
in turn, will prevent real competition between actual scholars, and scholars 
who may be interested in joining such programmes can easily be tempted to 
accommodate and customize their research, in order to get economic sup-
port. 
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Both quality and relevance in humanistic research are better obtained by 
letting the scholars decide for themselves what kind of research they find 
most important and interesting in today’s society. Free cultural research 
could make it possible both to enrich the humanities and to rescue the pre-
sent and future world from mere materialism. The humanities should regain 
their power as a democratic force, providing our capability to identify and 
analyse both our own culture, past interaction between cultures and future 
possibilities of such interactions. That would presuppose a turning back to 
the belief in human meanings as the cultural sciences’ main interest. 

7.5. A Plea for More Traditional Humanities 
Martha C. Nussbaum, professor of law and ethics at the University of Chica-
go, seems to plead for a return to these more traditional humanities. In her 
latest book Not for Profit: Why Democracy Needs the Humanities (2010) she 
writes about the importance of the humanities in an ever-on-going project of 
democratization. Her point of departure is what she regards as a crisis in 
today’s society, “like a cancer; a crisis that is likely to be, in the long run, far 
more damaging to the future of democratic self-government [than the eco-
nomic crisis]: a world-wide crisis in education” (2010, pp. 1-2). For Nuss-
baum, education for democratic citizenship is of greater importance than 
anything else, but she finds it severely threatened, vulnerable and under great 
pressure. Humanities and arts have been reduced to technical abilities, in-
stead of teaching us “the faculties of thought and imagination that make us 
human and make our relationships rich human relationships, rather than rela-
tionships of mere use and manipulation” (2010, p. 6). Nussbaum underlines 
and emphatic members of a community of equals, capable of exchanging 
ideas on the basis of respect and understanding with people from many dif-
ferent backgrounds” (2010, p. 141), and she sees the value of humanities as 
the basic condition for true democracy. If the trend of neglect goes on, we 
will end up having technically trained people and useful profit-makers, but 
not people who know how to criticise authorities or how to take part in crea-
tive and innovating discussions of the direction we want our human world to 
take. 

Let us give Martha Nussbaum the last word. She states: “If we do not insist 
on the crucial importance of the humanities and the arts, they will drop 
away, because they do not make money. They only do what is much more 
precious than that, make a world that is worth living in” (Nussbaum, 2010, p. 
143). 
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7.6. Comments by Sara Danius27 
There is a lot of talk these days about the crisis in the humanities, not only in 
Scandinavia but virtually everywhere. As I contemplated the crisis in the 
humanities, I did what we all tend to do nowadays, especially when we are at 
a loss: I searched the web. I entered the word “humanities,” then added the 
word “crisis.” In less than a tenth of a second, I had 3.6 million hits. Three 
point six million hits. It was a rather overwhelming discovery. It was also a 
sobering one. 

The crisis in the humanities is the subject of newspaper articles, TV pro-
grams, hefty books, websites, and, yes, academic conferences. It is unclear 
whether this vast output has advanced our sense of where the humanities are 
headed. But one thing is obvious. It would be possible to carve out a stellar 
career by specializing in the humanities crisis. It’s an intellectual industry in 
its own right. 

But that does not mean that the problems are not urgent. They are. As 
Professor Vigdis Ystad emphasizes in her paper, there’s a real threat, and it 
will not go away. The educated middle classes are largely a thing of the past. 
The intellectual public sphere is disintegrating. Corporate thinking, along 
with the ideology of the audit society, has long since permeated the universi-
ty, as Professor Marie-Laure Djelic points out in her paper. We regularly 
read about departments being axed because of dwindling student enrolment, 
meagre profits, or both. As Professor Lars Engwall, President of the Society, 
humorously pointed out in the introduction to the Symposium, our venerable 
cathedrals of learning have turned into cathedrals of earning. Few today, not 
least the man in the street known as the taxpayer, will defend the academic 
study of, say, Greek and Latin, or even philosophy. 

Now, should we lament this development?  
First of all, we need to consider a simple fact. The world will not fall 

apart if humanities scholarship disappears. After all, there have been periods 
in human history, indeed, long periods, when no humanities scholarship 
existed. People survived, and even thrived. 

Can we imagine a world without humanities scholarship? Of course we 
can. Let’s not be hypocritical. It would probably be a somewhat less interest-
ing world, and definitely not an amusing one, but it would not fall apart.  

What’s the point with the humanities? And where are they headed?  
These are grand questions. It is a bit like asking: “What’s the meaning of 

life?” If I were able to answer them, I would not be here today. I would be 
sitting in my private jet, on my way to one of these international crisis con-
ferences to give a lucrative keynote address. In the meantime, let me share 
my own view − a humble, even minimalist, view. 
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What’s the point with the humanities? Where are they headed? Nothing 
would be easier than to evoke the pieties of the past and say that the humani-
ties are essential for human civilization and for making our society a better 
one.  

I do not believe for a second that studying the humanities enhances our 
civilization, nor do I believe that humanities scholarship makes our society a 
better one.  

But I do believe that the skills that we teach our students are absolutely 
essential − essential to our civilization in general and to our society in par-
ticular. 

I often come across the argument that it is of paramount importance that 
humanities scholarship reflect upon its relevance and social utility. Rele-
vance and social utility. I like these words. They are good words. But I have 
never quite understood why this need for self-scrutiny is so urgent. For me, 
all humanities teaching is unquestionably useful, and when I say useful, I 
mean it in the most instrumental sense of that word.  

Scholars in the humanities are devoted to the arts of reading and writing. 
On occasion, we also think. That’s what we do. For my part, I am a literary 
scholar, and I have spent the last 25 years studying the modern European 
novel, that is to say, armies of black letters marching across white pages. 
What would I say to the man in the street, that is, to the taxpayer? 

Officially, the job of a literary historian such as me is to convey the histo-
ry of literature to students. For the most part, we begin with Homer and the 
Bible and then work our way up to Cervantes, Dante, Goethe, Kleist, Flau-
bert, Proust, Woolf, Yourcenar, and contemporary writing. Most of us would 
say that it is vital to combine literary history with intellectual history as well 
as with social history. We also do a great deal of theory: interpretive, narra-
tive, and critical theory. 

But there is also an unofficial curriculum, and it revolves around the arts 
of reading and writing. These are the fundamental skills that we ask our stu-
dents to develop, strengthen, and refine. I can think of few things that are 
more essential in our society.  

In a word, our job is literacy − literacy at a very advanced level, to be 
sure, but that does not make our work less useful, especially during an era in 
which virtually every single individual, at least in the industrialized world, 
processes words and information on a daily basis. Add to this that scholars in 
the humanities explore and describe the shifting forms of human experience, 
and the call for social utility seems even more puzzling.  

But this does not mean that it would not be a good thing for scholars in 
the humanities to engage in some critical self-reflection. 

(1) We need to think big thoughts. Let me share with you a Stanford Uni-
versity anecdote. A friend of mine, a professor of Comparative Literature, 
once asked his doctoral students: “If you really think that people like Erich 
Auerbach, Hannah Arendt, Ludwig Wittgenstein, Ernst Gombrich, Stanley 
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Cavell, Michel Foucault, and Julia Kristeva are exemplary, why are not you 
trying to surpass them?” In short, why is that so many scholars are intent on 
explaining what other people have already said, rather than saying new 
things themselves? Why indeed. 

This Stanford anecdote is not about madness, Californian or otherwise. 
It’s about one of the most important tasks of the academy: to expand the 
horizons of the thinkable, the sayable, and the doable. People will not think 
big thoughts unless someone expects them to. 

(2) We should be less pious when it comes to disciplinary boundaries. 
Today, the most interesting and compelling scholarly tasks are to be found 
between disciplines. Ideas know no limits, only bureaucrats do. In addition, 
we are faced with formidable and exciting intellectual challenges: to under-
stand the consequences of globalization, of migration, and of the expansion 
of new media. Unless we rise to these challenges, we will be the illiterates of 
the future. 

(3) “Down with gray hair at birth!” This is not me talking. It is Friedrich 
Nietzsche, the German philosopher. To us − scholars in the humanities − 
Nietzsche (1874) says: Every new generation must live as though it were the 
first. Only as the master builder of the future will you be able to understand 
history. Our task is to teach young people and help them better equip them-
selves for life and work in the here and now, in contemporary society. Any 
democratic society worthy of the name presupposes scholarship in the hu-
manities. For what is such scholarship? It is a place where human society 
inquires into itself, discovers itself, and becomes conscious of itself. It is 
only in this way, I believe, that the usefulness of humanities scholarship can 
be defended and justified.  
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